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How the Arroyo jury got it right 
By HARVEY SILVERGLATE  |  August 25, 2011 
 

Rarely has a Boston jury had to suffer as much ridicule as the 12 citizens who acquitted 

former Boston firefighter Albert Arroyo of pension fraud. Arroyo is the guy who claimed 

to suffer intractable pain from performing his normal duties — even lifting papers off of a desk 

— all the while training for and performing in bodybuilding contests. 

 

“DUMBBELLS,” screamed the Boston Herald's front-page banner headline. “JURY OF 98-POUND 

WEAKLINGS FALLS FOR MUSCLEMAN JAKE'S DISABILITY DEFENSE." For the dunces on Arroyo's 

jury, the moon really is just a great big hunk of green cheese," wrote Peter Gelzinis, normally 

one of the most perspicacious columnists in town. A Boston Globe editorial was equally 

disbelieving, albeit in more measured tones: "Federal prosecutors made a straightforward — 

and eminently reasonable — argument that Arroyo's application for accidental disability 

retirement based on a back injury was a sham because he was caught on video performing a 

strenuous bodybuilding routine just six weeks later." Concluded the Globe: "the jury was 

somehow convinced that Arroyo had been acting in good faith all along." 

 

But the press has it all wrong, and indeed did not have the insight of the 12 jurors tasked to 

decide Arroyo's fate. Contrary to the Globe's claim, the case was hardly a "straightforward" and 

"eminently reasonable" prosecution; it was a classic example of federal overreach, and the jury 

saw right through it. (The Globe perhaps should be partially forgiven for its pro-prosecution 

zeal, since the paper, admirably, broke the initial story of Arroyo's application for his pension 

while acting the role of muscle man.) 

 

'FRAUD, JUST NOT MAIL FRAUD' 

What the jury understood, but the press apparently did not, was the ridiculousness of this 

case's existence in federal court at all. Arroyo very likely did commit fraud when he faked or 

exaggerated an injury in order to collect over $68,000 in unemployment and retire early on a 

$28,000-plus yearly pension. And in this regard, the jurors were not fooled: according to 

the Globe, one of them said "the majority of jurors had agreed that there was a scheme" to 

defraud the government. But what the jurors refused to buy was the theory necessary to give 
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the feds jurisdiction to prosecute Arroyo in the first place. The United States Constitution does 

not give the federal government sweeping authority to prosecute any and all suspected frauds. 

There has to be a jurisdictional "hook" to justify federal involvement. The feds can directly go 

after fraud artists who swindle federal funds, even when those funds are from federally funded 

but state-operated programs. But there is no general federal jurisdiction to prosecute 

attempted frauds against municipalities where only state and local funds are in danger. And so, 

in accordance with one of the jurisdictional tricks enacted by the Congress as part of the federal 

mail-fraud statute, the feds claimed that Arroyo committed a federal crime when he used the 

US mails, even if incidentally, in pulling off his attempted fraud. 

 

It turned out, there was no evidence that Arroyo mailed anything in applying for his pension. 

The judge had instructed the jury, as federal judges do in these "mail fraud" cases, that it could 

convict Arroyo only if it found that he was engaged in fraud and that it was "reasonable and 

foreseeable" that the mails would be used at some point to further the fraudulent scheme.  

 

Normally the mail fraud hook is virtually automatic. But this time, the multiple steps necessary 

to shoe-horn the case into federal court ended up dooming it. Arroyo filled out his disability 

forms at City Hall, one juror pointed out to Globe reporters, and so it was hardly a slam-dunk 

that Arroyo would have assumed that the mails would be used in his scheme. Another juror 

told the Globe that Arroyo should have been prosecuted in state court, where he could have 

been tried for ordinary, dyed-in-the-wool fraud. In such a prosecution, he would almost 

certainly have been convicted, since the federal jurors were hardly convinced by Arroyo's 

testimony of his innocent good-faith conduct. Rather, they'd taken seriously the judge's 

instructions that a federal crime was committed only if the mails somehow furthered the fraud. 

 

When asked by Globe reporters whether he felt badly that Arroyo was freed on a "technicality," 

one juror responded: "I think it's perfectly valid that they go after him for fraud, just not mail 

fraud." In this single sentence, the juror was vindicating the judgment of the drafters of the 

Constitution that purported to give the federal government limited prosecutorial authority to 

go after quintessentially federal violations of genuinely federal interests, and to avoid 

constructing a federal jurisdictional interest where there clearly should not be one. 

 

DOUBLING DOWN 

Indeed, contrary to the anguished cries of the news media, the system did work. The jurors 

vindicated the constitutional restrictions on federal power, while the press did its job by 

uncovering apparent fraud and inspiring reform. But while one kind of legal perversion was 

thwarted, another potential abuse of power might be lurking. Federal prosecutors, trying to 

make the best of an embarrassing situation, told the Globe that it was possible that fraud 
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charges could be brought by state or local authorities. And indeed they might, because of 

another prosecutorial innovation of recent decades that technically allows either state or 

federal authorities to follow up an acquittal in one jurisdiction with a new indictment in the 

other. This is so despite another constitutional protection that has been eviscerated in recent 

years: the protection against "double jeopardy." It used to be that the government had one 

shot at a citizen, and if the citizen was acquitted, that was it. Double jeopardy was one of the 

Constitution's most potent weapons against government abuse; without it, prosecutors could 

keep a citizen tied up for life defending himself, even if there is not enough evidence to convict.  

 

But the feds came up with an end-run around the double jeopardy clause. They got the 

Supreme Court to buy into the dangerous notion that even if, say, the feds failed in a mail -fraud 

prosecution, state authorities could follow with a simple and direct fraud prosecution, since 

technically the two governments are separate and the two charges are slightly different. This 

notion gained respectability when federal prosecutors in the Deep South followed up state 

acquittals of white racists for murdering black civil-rights activists with federal prosecutions for 

violation of the activists' civil rights (that is, their civil right to exist). More recently the 

jurisdictional trick that allows multiple prosecutions for the same offense has been perverted 

into an evasion of the constitutional protection against double jeopardy on a host of crimes. In 

the Arroyo case, the prosecution should have been brought by state authorities in the first 

place, and the feds should have butted out where they had no legitimate interest. 

 

If the news media really want to help protect civil liberties and constitutional rights, they will 

exhibit more skepticism, and more fidelity to important values such as local authority to 

prosecute local crime as well as the historically vital protection against putting a person twice in 

jeopardy. It may all seem too highly technical to some, but 12 federal jurors in Massachusetts 

got it. It's not, as the saying goes, rocket science. All Americans owe the Arroyo jurors a debt of 

gratitude, for presumably holding their noses in the face of likely egregious pension abuse while 

doing what the Constitution required of them. May the news media learn an important civics 

lesson from this jury composed not of dumbbells, but rather of good citizens.  

 

Harvey Silverglate is the author of Three Felonies a Day: How the Feds Target the Innocent, 

released this past June in paperback from Encounter Books. Paralegal Daniel R. Schwartz 

provided editorial assistance. 
 

 

 


